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ABSTRACT

Margarita with a Straw is an Indian movie about a queer/disabled
woman exploring her sexuality. The article uses textual analysis
with a discursive formation approach to analyze how the
protagonist’s queer/disabled identity is constituted vis-à-vis
intimate partnerships alongside the promotion of neoliberal
values. One relationship with an able-bodied white man takes
place within a caregiving dynamic that challenges her
independence. The other relationship with a disabled South Asian
woman creates an interdependence that bifurcates their identities
as disabled-and-queer. The article argues that the promotion of
neoliberal values in the context of queer/disability is about
independence from dependence on sociopolitical systems.
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Introduction
Margarita with a Straw (Bose, 2014, henceforth Margarita) is a Hindi-language Indian
movie about a young woman with cerebral palsy exploring her sexuality. The movie premiered at the 2014 Toronto International Film Festival, and released in India the following
year. The movie is directed and co-written by Shonali Bose. The protagonist is based on
Malini Chib, a disability rights activist and Bose’s cousin. The protagonist, Laila Kapoor, is
portrayed by Kalki Koechlin who received the prestigious National Film Award for her
role. Koechlin is able-bodied, and imitates a disabled body and dysarthria for the
movie.1 A poignant scene in the ﬁlm is when queer/disabled2 Laila comes out to her
mother while bathing her. They maintain an amicable relationship, and, until the scene
in the movie, discuss the former’s crushes on men. Laila initiates the conversation as
she lathers her mother’s body on their bathroom ﬂoor, “You know that thing I was
saying about bi [heard as bai, translates to maid]?” Her mother responds with humor,
“Now you’re well and truly a bai because of me.” Laila corrects the homonym causing
the confusion: “I meant bisexual.” Her mother does not know the word, and asks for
an explanation. Laila concedes, “I love Khanum, mom … Khanum is my girlfriend.”
Her mother turns around with a look of disgust, and all she musters to say to her vulnerable daughter is “chee” [an expression of disgust]. The scene concludes with a close-up of
Laila’s face that invites viewers to empathize as she struggles to explain her sexuality. The
scene eloquently communicates the tensions of queer/disabled existence. This is a deﬁning
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moment in the movie as Laila makes a crucial decision about her sexuality vis-à-vis the
disclosure of her relationship. In this article, we examine Laila’s relationship with partners
as similar deﬁning moments to understand how her queer/disabled identity is constituted.
Laila’s mother’s reactions are conditioned by discourses of compulsory able-bodiedness
and heterosexuality. The able-bodied heterosexual is considered the “state of normality”
wherein disability and queerness deviate from the norm, and need to be returned to “normality” (Wälivaara, 2018, p. 1041). The compulsion recognizes the norm of social existence (McRuer, 2013). In an explanation of compulsion, McRuer (2013) traces the roots
of the concept to the industrial capitalist system that presents the “appearance of choice
mystifying a system in which there is actually no choice” (p. 371). Said otherwise, individuals can identify as disabled and/or queer, but there are social expectations that nevertheless determine the performance of such identities. For example, Rao (2014) observes that
progressive laws neither minimize nor remove everyday violence experienced by the
LGBTQ community. In some cases, such as the United States, same-sex marriage promotes domesticity and the nuclear family via renewed deﬁnitions of equality and
freedom without wholly embracing the progressive politics of queer intimacies (Cheng,
2016). These changes in legal discourses, which then inﬂuence cultural discourses,
subsume all deviations into heteronormativity such that everyone is always already
assumed to be able-bodied and/or heterosexual. In Margarita, when Laila admits feelings
for a man, her mother only appears worried because she foresees her daughter’s disability
reducing possibilities for romance. It may be argued that her mother comprehends compulsory able-bodiedness in romance. It is important to note here that Laila’s girlfriend is
also disabled. However, a relationship with a woman is unacceptable to her mother. Laila’s
disability coupled with her queerness is doubly deviant.
This article focuses on the promotion of neoliberal values, and how it complicates representations of queer/disability. Neoliberalism is more than the consumer’s choice in a free
market as it transforms the consumer’s subjectivity in terms of culture, expression, and
lifestyle (Harvey, 2005). Disability and queerness are separately marginalized, but their
interaction with neoliberalism positions the same economic system that constructs such
identities as liberating. The economic system, here laissez-faire capitalism (Harvey,
2007), constructs disability and queerness when it fails to accommodate those who fall
outside the conception of able-bodiedness and heterosexuality (see Addlakha, 2013).
Such representations are problematic because the sympathetic portrayal of queer/disability
undervalues the relational aspect of disability and queerness. Therefore, representations of
queer/disability vis-à-vis neoliberal values reshape ideas of the Self, which is fundamental
to participation in a society organized around the market.
Neoliberal logic oﬀers possibilities for the deviance of queerness and disability to
disrupt heteronormativity (McRuer, 2006). There is an assumption that sexuality is experienced only through able-bodiedness (Kafer, 2003). The free market assumes and normalizes able-bodiedness as the only way to reproduce (Shildrick, 2013). Apparent
disabilities are unattractive sights of monstrosity that should be contained so that it
does not spread to the progeny, and those with non-apparent disabilities (such as intellectual) are infantilized in the likeness of an asexual child (Addlakha, 2013; Bhambani, 2009).
We discuss disability with the language of apparency to undermine the notion that disability is only impactful when visible (Schalk, 2018). Though capitalism permits the
expression of non-normative sexualities, the emphasis on reproduction extends to
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queerness as well (D’Emilio, 1983), i.e., same-sex couples cannot reproduce the next generation of labor. But capitalism is capable of making such disruptions heteronormative –
as illustrated with the example of same-sex marriage. Therefore, despite the potential to
disrupt heteronormativity, queer/disability is a subordinating experience because capitalism appropriates progressive politics without improving the material conditions of those
who identify as such (Read, 2009). Laila’s queer/disability too disrupts heteronormativity.
The disruption is cinematic considering there are negligible mainstream Indian movies
that centralize a queer/disabled woman (Acharya, 2016), as well as social inasmuch as a
woman’s sexuality and homosexuality are taboo (Chatterji, 2013). However, Laila’s disruption occurs alongside the promotion of neoliberal values such as independence, individualism, productivity, rehabilitation, and self-determination that brings her queer/disabled
existence into the fold of heteronormativity.
The following section discusses neoliberal values, and the inﬂuence on queer/disability.
The analysis that follows focuses on two of Laila’s relationships with partners of diﬀerent
abilities and sexualities. We begin with the discursive construction of Laila’s identity, and
focus on how her socioeconomic privilege beneﬁts her under neoliberalism. We then
analyze her sexual encounter with a white man, Jared, and how the racial encounter disrupts her independence. We then analyze her interdependent romantic relationship with a
queer/disabled girlfriend, Khanum, and how Laila is rehabilitated into neoliberalism. We
conclude with a discussion on living under neoliberalism as disabled and queer.

Neoliberalism and queer/disability
Neoliberalism is the prevalent economic development model in India (Kumar et al., 2012).
Neoliberalism believes that maximum productivity can be achieved through individualism
enabled within a framework of political freedoms that guarantees independence (Harvey,
2007). Neoliberalism constructs the myth of a “level playing ﬁeld” in the promotion of a
free market, but is nevertheless “a system that privileges some and oppresses others” (Jones
& Calafell, 2012, p. 974). Hence, Harvey (2007) observes that neoliberalism restores class
dominance. However, neoliberalism extends farther than the free market as it transforms
subjectivities (Brown, 2006). Neoliberalism depends on all citizens to perform and
produce neoliberal values by carrying out speciﬁc economic and political policies
(Glass, 2016). The primary value is that of freedom (derived from the “free” market) to
control one’s own life choices (Joseph, 2013). Thus, the neoliberal Self underwritten by
freedom is characterized by the capacity to consume (Davies, 2005), self-management
without dependence on others especially the government (Brown, 2003), and rationality
that hinges on market-oriented decisions of (re-)productivity (Mitchell, 2016). In the
values that it promotes, neoliberalism appears as a solution to achieving one’s best Self.
Neoliberalism appears to oﬀer emancipatory potential, but further compounds ableism
(Galvin, 2006). Neoliberalism encourages individuals to make their own life choices as
long as they follow the competitive rules of the free market (Joseph, 2013). In restructuring
social life in the likeness of a competitive arena, disabled folks who survive and thrive
become the supercrip – an ally to neoliberalism (Kumar et al., 2012). The supercrip is
deﬁned by heroism, inspiration, overcoming, and is, altogether, extraordinary (Schalk,
2016). Though disabled people living their everyday lives is not an extraordinary achievement, neoliberalism tokenizes such individuals to celebrate the importance of
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independence, individualism, and self-determination (Yapp, 2017). In doing so, neoliberalism minimizes and/or removes all aspects of disability to rehabilitate a body to a capacity
comparable to that of able-bodiedness (Stiker, 1999). Rehabilitation restores a body’s
desirability in the free market (Addlakha & Mandal, 2009). Therefore, disability is not perceived as socially constructed by the economic system, but as a malleable state that can
achieve success through the pursuit of speciﬁc values (Shildrick, 2013). Neoliberalism
diverts attention from discourses and institutions that privilege certain experiences by perpetuating market-oriented logics of consumption and (re-)production.
The manner in which neoliberalism restructures society transforms subjectivities, and,
thereby, sexualities (Cheng, 2016). Although we have so far focused on disability, we do
not consider it separate from queerness. Disability is always already queer (McRuer,
2013). The queerness of disability may be understood as “oppositionally and relationally
but not necessarily substantively, not as a positivity but as a positionality, not as a thing,
but as a resistance to the norm” (Halperin, 1995, p. 66). The transformations neoliberalism
initiates are closely associated with femininity (Ringrose & Walkerdine, 2008). It is women
who are called on to reproduce – literally and metaphorically. Women transform themselves through the management of body and sexuality (Gill & Scharﬀ, 2011). The body
is concerned with ableism, whereas sexuality is concerned with heterosexuality.
However, the neoliberal transformation is complicated at the intersection of queer/disability. In India, people with disabilities are absorbed into the family circle wherein spaces are
created for them to function according to their capacities (Addlakha, 2013). But the discrimination disabled women experience is aggravated as the inherent assumed asexuality
combines with rigid expectations of womanhood (Mehrotra & Vaidya, 2013). The
assumption that disability and sexuality are mutually exclusive refuses disabled people
the recognition as sexual beings (Ghai, 2002). These circles, albeit inclusive to disabled
people, have no room for the expression of sexualities (Ghosh, 2013). The culture
encourages dependence unlike neoliberal values of independence and self-suﬃciency
(Bhambani, 2009). Hence, living under neoliberalism forces a negotiation between
values that eventually undermines the relational aspect of disability and queerness.

Margarita with a Straw
Margarita interrupts the Indian mediascape because it intersects disability and queerness
from a woman’s perspective. Thus far, movies that focus on disabilities are predominantly
boy/man-centric (Basu, 2012; Bhansali, 2010; Balki, 2009; Khan, 2007). Films in the disability genre do not impinge on sexuality. The movies that dare to narrativize sexualities
do not include representations of disabilities (Mehta, 2016; Dhar, 2019; Onir, 2011). Furthermore, movies that depict bisexuality script the sexuality as the reason a relationship
ends, and, therefore, deviant (Banerjee, 2013; Bhandarkar, 2005). As a movie that intersects disability and queerness, Margarita represents both aspects of Laila’s life in comparably diﬀerent ways. She does not acquire her disability – she is already disabled – and,
therefore, there is no curing and ﬁxing. She is also independent, and rejects sympathy
directed at her. But important to note here is that sex, in general, and female sexuality,
in particular, are taboo topics in mainstream Indian movies (Chatterji, 2013). Margarita
altogether is an oppositional discourse to commonplace cinematic narratives. However,
there is also a simultaneous promotion of neoliberal values.
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In order to analyze the promotion of neoliberal values and representations of queer/disability in Margarita, we use textual analysis within a discursive formation approach. Said (1978)
popularized discursive formation to illustrate the relationship between culture and media. It
is a “pattern of discursive events that refer to, or bring into being, a common object across a
number of sites” to unveil the dialectical relationship between discourses (Barker, 2012,
p. 500). We adopt our methodological approach from Alsultany (2012) who shows how discourses reproduce representations, but remains skeptical about the impact of diverse and positive representations on real life. We similarly maintain that Margarita oﬀers sympathetic
representations of queer/disability and disseminates an oppositional discourse, but it does
not minimize heteronormativity in real life; in fact, it surrenders to heteronormativity
through the promotion of neoliberal values. We situate the movie as the primary text to
analyze speciﬁc scenes in parallel to commonplace discourses about disability and queerness.
We are not interested in the production of the text. Albeit the director’s personal story, the ablebodied actor, the promotional materials, and other para-texts are important, we cannot call
attention to the promotion of neoliberal values through these discourses. We aim to show
the diﬀerent ways Margarita corresponds with discourses of queer/disability while also reproducing new discourses. Therefore, we begin with an analysis of Laila’s queer/disabled identity
as already neoliberal.
Neoliberal self
The primary focus in the article is the promotion of neoliberal values, and, in the subsequent
sections, we analyze Laila’s intimate moments as dependent and interdependent. In this
section, we describe Laila’s identity as already neoliberal (i.e., her relationships do not make
her neoliberal, she is already so), and one that beneﬁts from class privileges. In the opening
of the movie, the Kapoor’s family vehicle arrives at Laila’s college, and her mother draws
out from the van a retractable ramp for a wheelchair. Laila vacates the vehicle on her wheelchair
and carries on for the rest of the day by herself. New Delhi is not an accessible city, yet she
manages to ride her motorized wheelchair by herself. In fact, Malini Chib (whom Laila’s character is based on) writes that roads in India are “an ensemble of potholes, puddles, cracks, and
ﬁssures” (Chib, 2015, p. 97). New Delhi’s infrastructure does not hinder Laila’s mobility. This
freedom of movement is reﬂective of social class (Ringrose & Walkerdine, 2008). Said otherwise, Laila is economically able to access and utilize resources. In a later scene, Laila receives
admission into New York University (NYU), and the ensuing conversation in the family is
about distance, not ﬁnances. Laila’s mother accompanies her to New York where they rent
an apartment and acquire the services of a caregiver – all indicative of social class. The assemblage of Laila’s socioeconomic identity is not central to the narrative. Nevertheless, these accouterments highlight her family’s capacity to spend on education, healthcare, and travel and
shows how Laila’s disability can be overcome. The notion of overcome is tied to neoliberalism
such that disability is not cured through medical intervention, rather it is in a malleable state
that can be brought to normativity, and, in that process, overcome dependency that is associated with disability (Brown, 2006; Griﬃn et al., 2007). Laila’s socioeconomic ability to carry out
her everyday routine reveals the extent to which she can perform and survive in a neoliberal
economy.
Laila’s racial identity also contributes to her neoliberal identity. India’s racial project
may be described as “racism without races”: because the primary qualiﬁcation for race
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(visible diﬀerence) is absent from the mainstream, but that does not mean discrimination
that is otherwise described as racism ceases to exist (Baber, 2004). In the absence of visible
racial diﬀerence, caste and religion operate as signiﬁers of Otherness. Caste organizes
Indian society irrespective of the religion and is a racist institution “because of the
racist intentionality of its structure,” and “in terms of its eﬀects” (Das, 2014, p. 280).
The eﬀects of the caste system have been documented, but a noticeable impact especially
under neoliberalism is the minimized/removed socioeconomic mobility. Lower caste positions are tied to speciﬁc occupations, and there are negligible avenues for self-determination that is expected under neoliberalism. Laila’s socioeconomic and racial identity
linked to caste and religion contribute to her privilege. It is important to remember
that neoliberalism enables class dominance (Harvey, 2007). Laila’s ability to make her disability malleable through personal endeavors to be independent – a hallmark of neoliberalism (Shildrick, 2013) – is possible because of her socioeconomic position. However, since
Margarita does not address the construction of Laila’s identity, her eﬀorts for independence are discursively constructed as a way to overcome disability, and not the economic-political-social system that fails to accommodate those who fall outside the
conception of a productive citizen.
To further the argument about Laila’s neoliberal identity, we analyze how she articulates her independence while in India. She is the composer and lyricist of a band. The
band performs at a competition and wins, but one of the judges explains that they “had
to give the award to her [Laila’s] college” because “the compositions and lyrics were
written by a disabled musician” whose “journey is diﬀerent from normal musicians.” In
response, Laila sets her wheelchair in reverse and holds up her impaired hand to ﬂip oﬀ
the judge to communicate her aversion to sympathy. Laila’s protest reinforces her normativity, i.e., her disability should not set her apart from other “normal musicians.” Her reaction suggests that even though her disability is apparent, she wishes it was non-apparent
such that it is not central to her subjectivity. Laila’s response to the sympathy is characteristic of how neoliberalism transforms vulnerabilities as disabling. McGee (2005)
remarks that the emergence of self-help culture is a product of neoliberalism because
the economy praises individualism in a way that aspects of the Self that fail to be self-determined, self-eﬃcient, and self-reliant are viewed as defective, i.e., non-normative. This is
not to suggest that the judge’s pity is a form of help. The focus instead is on Laila’s
denial of her own vulnerabilities. She does not accept her disability as disabling. Such is
the making of the supercrip who “prove[s] and re-prove[s] themselves ‘as no less than
the others’” (Kumar et al., 2012). The scene is the quintessence of Laila’s neoliberal identity
in its emphasis on independence.
Caregiving and tolerance
While studying at NYU, Laila meets Jared – a white British student. Under the assumption
that she cannot type, her professor assigns Jared as her notetaker. She immediately protests
to insist that she is capable of typing – emphasizing her independence. But, in the moment,
Jared turns around to introduce himself, and Laila is taken aback. Jared’s blonde hair, blue
eyes, and chiseled jaw leaves a smile on her lips that suggests she has a crush on him. Laila
concedes to having a notetaker, and becomes dependent on Jared. Laila’s attraction to
Jared rehashes the erotics of colonial power (see Gopinath, 2005). The paternalism
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inherent in colonialism continues with Jared taking care of someone less than, less able.
This postcolonial moment that combines attraction and dependency aﬀectively racializes
Laila. An aﬀective examination of racialization “probe[s] deeper in order to address the
feelings (and their structures) that shape the relation between the other and the nonother
in ways that frees otherness from being a monolithic category” (Shome, 2010, p. 164). An
aﬀective understanding of racialization centers historical structures in order to comprehend the discursive construction of contemporary subjectivities. Applying Ahmed’s
(2006) theorization of aﬀect, we understand Laila’s aﬀective racialization as making and
shaping her body as a form of action that orients her towards Jared. Additionally, discourses of sexuality concerning queer female (diasporic)3 subjectivity “are inextricable
from prior and continuing histories of colonialism, nationalism, racing, and migration”
(Gopinath, 2005, p. 3). Laila’s instantaneous attraction to Jared is situated in the dialectics
between historical discourses of colonialism that established the white man as the most
masculine ﬁgure (Osella et al., 2004), and contemporary discourses that position whiteness
as the standard of beauty (Osuri, 2008). Laila’s encounter with Jared blurs the boundaries
of sexual intimacy that force her to negotiate her neoliberal identity while also paralleling
colonial and racial anxieties around sex.
Laila’s relationship with Jared moves into a new terrain when she needs help using the
washroom. Jared removes her underwear, and assists her onto the toilet seat. This development in the movie is important because we do not see Laila requiring such intimate
assistance from anyone else. Laila once again concedes her independence to Jared. The
dimension of their relationship transforms when Jared helps her up from the toilet seat.
The scene slows down, and the abrupt camera movement heightens the sexual tension
between them. The next shot shows Jared sitting upright on his bed removing Laila’s
clothes. She laughs as he climbs on top of her, telling him “I’m feeling shit scared.” In
the movie’s narrative, it is Laila’s ﬁrst sexual encounter with an able-bodied heterosexual
partner which brings her to the realization that she is bisexual. The circumstances under
which Laila comes to terms with her queerness reinforces gendered popular discourses
about sexuality constructed in relation to men, i.e., a woman has not contemplated her
sexual identity completely until she has fucked a man. The encounter with Jared solves
the question about her queerness with heterosexual intimacy (see San Filippo, 2013).
The way the scene develops shows how Laila depends on Jared to use the washroom,
and realize her queerness.
The use of caregiver romance in the described scene further complicates Laila’s neoliberal identity. Caregiver romance is a commonplace narrative that shows caregivers as
being uniquely capable of looking past disability, and, hence, being able to pursue intimate
relationships with a disabled person (McRuer, 2006).4 Caregiving facilitates empathy or
even feelings of intimacy for the caregiver toward disabled people, but such romantic inclinations result in power imbalances (Kunow, 2015). In Margarita, Jared’s empathy can be
seen in the light of historical relationships between Britain, India, and Indian women. This
empathy is structured in a postcolonial moment because it is a white/western man who
aﬀords a queer/disabled woman a sense of humanity by looking past her disability and
recognizing her sexuality. As McRuer (2006) writes, neoliberalism needs “able-bodied,
heterosexual subjects who are visible and spectacularly tolerant of queer/disabled existences” (p. 3). The spectacular-ness of the scene appears in the discourse of disabled intimacies. It is a common discourse that only another disabled person will love a disabled
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person (Acharya, 2016). This discourse is also gendered as the monstrosity of disability
combines with the social expectations of womanhood, i.e., can a disabled woman be a
good mother? (Mehrotra & Vaidya, 2013). In the context of the scene with Jared, the spectacular-ness appears in the able-bodied and heterosexual romance such that Laila is seen
as an attractive and sexual being. Furthermore, Jared’s tolerance of Laila’s body may be
located in liberal discourse as it evokes freedom and individualism. But tolerance also
regulates the social order as a way to maintain it (Brown, 2008). The encounter with
Jared underlines her queer/disability, but in relation to a man, and, thereby, reinforces heteronormativity. The potential of queer/disability disrupting heteronormativity is subdued.
Therefore, in her dependence on Jared – physical and sexual – Laila relinquishes her neoliberal identity to normalize compulsory able-bodiedness and heterosexuality in a postcolonial moment.
Bisexuality and rehabilitation
Laila meets Khanum at a protest near the NYU campus. Laila joins the protestors and
shouts, “FUCK THE POLICE!” but cannot stop staring at Khanum. The protestors are dispersed with tear gas, and a support cane is revealed under Khanum’s arm as she tries to
ﬁnd an escape. The scene concludes with Laila rescuing Khanum on her wheelchair.
Khanum’s disability is not always apparent. She is shown performing everyday tasks
that typically depend on sight – applying makeup, chopping vegetables – allowing her
to pass as able-bodied. But, in other moments, such as during the protest, she is dependent
on others. Laila’s relationship with Khanum is another deﬁning moment in constituting
the former’s queer/disabled identity. Laila appears as heterosexual until the relationship
develops, and their relationship reproduces the common discourse that only another disabled person can love a disabled person. Nevertheless, the interdependent union of these
two queer/disabled women illustrates rehabilitation into the neoliberal economy.
The concept of rehabilitation is related to the medical model of disability that aims to
cure impairments (Elman, 2014; Ghai, 2002). Under the medical model, disability is perceived as deviance and pathology needing a remedy (Addlakha, 2013). Rehabilitation
remains connected to healing disabled-ness into able-bodiedness, but without medical
intervention (Puar, 2017).5 The shift away from medical intervention is characteristic of
living under neoliberalism because, in such an economy, the government governs from
a distance, and, hence, expects citizens to be appropriately self-regulating in their embodiment of heteronormativity (Stiker, 1999). Ultimately, rehabilitation is about performing
productivity with disability (Elman, 2010). As Laila’s relationship with Khanum develops,
she relieves her caregiver of their services, and initiates a live-in arrangement with
Khanum. It is important to note that Laila has always had an able-bodied caregiver –
her mother in New Delhi, and Jared and a provider in New York. Nevertheless, she
claims complete independence by continuing without a caregiver, and becoming interdependent on a diﬀerently disabled partner. Laila and Khanum rehabilitate each other into
neoliberalism through their interdependent queer/disabled existence.
Elman (2010) observes that rehabilitation, although ableist in the focus on productivity,
promotes a discourse of sexual openness. Living with any apparent, intermittently apparent, or non-apparent disability without medical intervention makes for a queer worldmaking because life becomes “unfamiliar,” and oﬀers “possibilities of resistance and other ways
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of thinking, doing, and loving” (Yep, 2013, p. 119). But if rehabilitation is a product of
neoliberalism, we must remain cautious of how capitalism subsumes queerness into heteronormativity. Hence, in her interdependent and rehabilitative relationship with
Khanum, Laila struggles to embrace her queerness, and subvert the status quo. Despite
Laila’s independence cultivated through a relationship with another queer/disabled
partner, there is a palpable tension in their queer intimacy. The tension is most evident
throughout Laila and Khanum’s ﬁrst date. Laila informs her unsuspecting mother that
she is going to a “study sleepover” at Khanum’s house. Although she uses compulsory heterosexuality to her advantage, her lie assuages the anxieties about bisexuality. Laila shares a
friendly rapport with her mother, and talks to her about her romantic interest in men, but
chooses to hide for the ﬁrst time (in the movie’s narrative) her crush on a woman. Her lie
obfuscates her queerness. Later, Laila’s date with Khanum is shot in a dimly lit dive bar. As
the inhouse singer serenades, “What good is a fella for/to make me head over heels,”
Khanum performs a lap dance for an incredulous Laila. She then convinces Laila out of
her wheelchair to dance, but the latter cannot maintain her balance. As Laila falls, in
spite of Khanum’s support, the singer belts: “I need a man/I need a man/I need a man.”
The darkness of the bar provides Laila and Khanum a space to secretly explore their disabled sexuality. Yet the singer’s lyrics center heteronormativity. The aural and visual
aspects of the scene converge to imply that bisexual women are eventually unable to
pursue intimate relationships with women (San Filippo, 2013). Laila’s fall despite
Khanum’s support is indicative of the tensions about a queer/disabled relationship, and
the potentiality of being rehabilitated into neoliberalism.
The way Laila’s relationship with Khanum develops suggests that queer/disability is
something that must remain hidden, or at least not be fully visible. McRuer (2006)
observes that the sexual desires of queer/disability cannot be in the public sphere. Bisexuality, in particular, challenges the norm because of the in-between-ness that is neither heterosexual nor homosexual (Meyer, 2010). This discourse is reproduced in Laila and
Khanum’s intimate moments. After their date, they become intimate, but Laila pulls
away after a brief kiss. The withdrawal from the kiss reveals the tensions about bisexuality.
The sex is consensual, but Laila appears shy. The remainder of their encounter is seen in
shadows – hidden and not fully visible. The treatment of the scene is unlike the one featuring Jared wherein we see their bodies and expressions. The times Laila and Khanum are
depicted in public together are in scenes where they can pass as a caregiver relationship.
For example, one scene shows Khanum teaching Laila how to swim, and another portrays
Laila helping Khanum navigate a ferry ride. Their chemistry in these scenes appears as
friendship wherein two disabled women are assisting each other by compensating with
their disabilities, i.e., rehabilitation into neoliberalism. Bisexual women in a heteronormative culture depend on passing as heterosexual as a way of survival, ensuring their bisexuality remains invisible (Lingel, 2009). Such representations bifurcate sexualities into
mono-attractions, and erase bisexuality. The intention is not to argue that bisexuality is
erased because the movie is eventually about Laila coming to terms with her queer identity.
We instead want to point to the complicated intersection of queer/disability. Laila’s
relationship with Khanum is disabled and queer, but it is shown as being one or the
other. Their relationship is rehabilitative, and one that emphasizes the disabled aspect
of their relationship. The queer aspect, although central to Margarita’s plot, is represented
much like the tensions of queerness in real life – hidden and passing.
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Disrupting the status quo is not always pertinent toward everyday survival for queer/
disabled people living in the Global South (Meekosha & Soldatic, 2011). Our reference
to Global South is characterized by networks of ideology, hegemony, power, and not
locations. India is part of the Global South, especially when considering how minoritized
people live their lives. In India, disabled and sexually minoritized people are tightly controlled by customs, policies, and stigmatization. Margarita shows Laila, in response to her
mother’s reaction to bisexuality, choosing singledom over a relationship with a woman.
We conclude that Laila’s decision to end her relationship with Khanum stems from a
need to survive. However, the decision to choose singledom and survival is one that
espouses neoliberal values as well. As McRuer (2006) writes, those who manage
moments of subjective crisis embody neoliberalism. As the movie comes to a close,
Laila manages her mother’s rejection, the breakup with Khanum, and her mother’s
illness and death. Laila adapts and performs as if these crises never happened.

Conclusion
Margarita closes with a scene of Laila on a date. The waiter arrives with a margarita in
standard glassware. She places a sippy-cup on the table, asks for the drink to be poured
into it, and then inserts a straw. She looks into the distance and smiles, as if acknowledging
a partner. The camera turns to a mirror, and it is revealed that she is on a date with herself.
Laila raises the cup to herself in the mirror, and sips her margarita with a straw. This conclusion emphasizes Laila’s individualism, independence (from a caregiver and/or partner),
and rehabilitation focused on herself (she does not need Khanum to compensate for her
disabilities). But the scene also shows how disability functions in the economy. Albeit
independence, individualism, rehabilitation are vital aspects, the neoliberal Self is
deﬁned by the capacity to consume (Davies, 2005). Although merely a sippy-cup and a
straw, the scene shows access to and utilization of resources. As we posited in the
opening of the article, the promotion of neoliberal values deﬂects attention from the economic-political system that fails to accommodate, and, instead, celebrates those who overcome all hindrances. Hence, we argue that the promotion of neoliberal values in the
context of queer/disability is about survival. The survival is not about surrendering to neoliberal values to then enable governing from a distance. The promotion of neoliberal values
is about independence from dependence on the government because, under neoliberalism,
the government does not govern. Therefore, interaction with and promotion of neoliberal
values is the only option.
A foundational principle of neoliberalism is to actively transform the public sector to
operate like a private sector (Cheng, 2016). Such a transformation beneﬁts those who
possess resources to perform in and shape the economic-political system, and does not
accommodate those who fall outside normativity and productivity. It is usually disabled
people and other minoritized communities who are deeply impacted by the transformation of the public sector. In the case of India, a charity and medical model was
adopted for policymaking shortly after formation of the nation-state (Kumar et al.,
2012). Disability is/was under these models a disease or problem needing curing and/or
ﬁxing (Mehrotra, 2011). The discourse has now moved away from the charity and
welfare model to the social model of disability that argues disability is an embodied consequence of an environment that fails to accommodate those who are diﬀerent, withdrawing
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from the public sector, reducing resources that address disability needs (Addlakha, 2013).
The onset of neoliberalism witnessed the formation of nuclear families, women moving
into the labor force, and rapid social change that subsequently dismantled the familial
circles within which disabled people functioned (Ghosh, 2013). The privatization of the
public sector, limited resources from the government, and diﬀused social support have left
disabled people to their own devices. Therefore, disabled people in such an economic-political-social system, embody and perform neoliberal values as the only way to survive.
Our skeptical arguments should not minimize the value of Margarita. It is among the
few Indian movies that focuses on disability and sexuality centered around a woman. The
movie addresses the complexities of those identities at an intersection, and neither portrays disability through the lens of pity nor depicts bisexuality as the reason a relationship
ends. The movie altogether oﬀers sympathetic representations of queer/disability. The
movie is undoubtedly important for those who are represented – disabled, queer, or at
the intersection. But it is equally important for the wider audience who can identify
with queer/disabled characters. Approaching media and representations as pedagogic
recognizes Hall’s (1980) theorization of culture and media as sites of learning with the
potential of educating and socializing. The representations of queer/disability in the
movie challenge commonplace discourses within Indian society such as disability is a
result of karma (Anand, 2013), and disabled people need help and live austere lives
because of their condition (Chib, 2015). Margarita with a Straw shows that queer/disabled
people compose music, drink alcohol, have crushes and ﬂings, have sex, masturbate, watch
porn, write lyrics, and fall in love.

Notes
1. It is common in Indian cinema for able-bodied actors to portray disabled characters. But critiquing the casting will lead to a conversation on nepotism in Indian cinema which will not
inform the central idea of the paper. Yet we understand the problematics of the casting, and
support the inclusion of disabled actors in mainstream cinema.
2. We put together queer and disabled to mark a cultural and political identity in response to
neoliberal logics of productivity. The term was introduced in the “Desiring Disability: Queer
Theory meets Disability Studies” special issue of GLQ. The identity is arranged as such –
queer before disabled – because McRuer and Wilkerson (2003) utilize queer theory to understand disability. We take our cues on the arrangement of the term from these authors and the
scholarship that followed the initial theorization.
3. We bracket “diasporic” to convey the full meaning of Gayatri Gopinath’s argument. Gopinath’s analysis of the diaspora may be applied to Laila too. However, our concern is with
queer female subjectivity.
4. The narrative of caregiver romance has been theorized in the context of western media, but it
is noticeable in mainstream Indian movies too. For example, the deaf-blind young protagonist in Black (Bhansali, 2005) asks her caregiver/teacher to kiss her on the lips. Additionally,
an autistic young woman in Barﬁ! (Basu, 2012) falls in love with the mute caregiving
protagonist.
5. The medical model of disability portrays disability as a negative and tragic condition in need
of cure. The social model, championed by mainstream disability rights activists, advocates for
universal design and to help disabled people adapt better to an able-bodied world. Puar
(2017) argues that if able-bodiedness is part of the neoliberal project, then the social
model continues to center ability, and therefore neoliberalism.
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